Game Jam 2017 Dev Document
VR Tower Defence!!
I’m going to start off by saying that making this VR game was a really tough experience but in the
end all the comments by the Tutors and specially the really great critiques from Peter Field when he
spoke to me and Greg for over an hour after everyone had left.
Ok so here goes, Week 1:
First Day we got off to a really quick start, we chose our Game Type and what we wanted to do really
quickly (although now thinking back, Tower Defence and the way it turned out for us with the
amount of time we had, wasn’t a very risky game.). As the group lead I divided up the jobs to the
best of my ability and what people wanted to do. Looking back now I did do a few mistakes at this
stage which I paid for in the last week.
When we started our research, the games we mainly looked at for mechanics were Orcs Must Die 2
and Dungeon Defenders as they are the two most notable Tower Defence games that the player is
actually in the world, so it was the logical thing to look at with our game being in VR.

Orcs Must Die 2
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Dungeon Defenders

Dungeon Defenders

From Dungeon Defenders, the mechanics that I was most interested in was the fact that the player
had to go back to the main Crystal to initiate the waves of enemies and the repairing of traps
(something we really wanted to get in the game but we had no time). From Orcs Must Die 2, we took
a lot of inspiration from the traps in the game, like the spike trap, the arrow wall. We also started
coming up with ideas for a lot of different funny traps, like a boxing glove that would punch the
enemies away, or an Exploding Chicken that would spawn and explode for massive damage, but we
had a lot of problems getting in animations into UE4 from Maya so we had to put those traps on the
side.
For the Art style we as a group decided to go with something more cartoony like Torchlight 2. I
thought that it was the perfect Art Style for what we wanted to go with, as we would be able to go
Low Poly which is very good for VR performance and also with Hand Painted Textures, something
that all the first years were comfortable with doing.

Torchlight 2

Torchlight 2

With everything decided with what we wanted to do, we all started doing our respective work. The
first task that I gave myself to work on was to try and get some sort of Item that the player could
wield in the game that would contain a list of the traps and by pressing a button the player would be
able to spawn said trap in the world. With VR being so new it’s hard to find any kind of reference and
tutorials for this, so a lot of experimenting was done to try and get this to work. However I did
search a for a few games that had these sort of menus, Tilt Brush and The Solus Project being some
very good examples of this.

The Solus Project
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Tilt Brush

After a little messing around with Blueprints, I managed to get something sort of working for what I
wanted to do. Here is a video showing an example of an early stage of the system:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7kGfWqrSABeaUJXS25lN3U0R2M
For the blueprints to get this to work I will now show pictures below and try and explain them. (All
the Screenshots will be in an Imgur Album linked at the end of this Document).

The first thing I had to figure out was to try and get the Motion Controllers being able to interact
with widgets. I had been told that this would be extremely hard to do and that I would have to have
many lines of code. This turned out to be completely incorrect as I was lucky enough to be able to
work in version 4.15 in UE4, which had a lot of updates for VR and one of them being a component
within a BP called Widget Interaction, which was basically a line trace that mimicked a mouse. Above
is what was required to get the motion controller to be able to interact with Widgets. After this I
started work on the book that the player would use, for the start I used a really simple cube mesh
with a Widget on it, with simple squares as buttons so that I could test properly. The book BP later
evolved into the screenshots below.
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These BPs were super simple to make, Its just here to tell the Player BP what the trap is, Wall, Floor
and Cost.

The Image above, is the start of the “Trap Placing Mode”, starts off with all the necessary Branch’s
to check if everything is OK to be fired, such as if the game is paused, if the player is Dead, if the
player has enough Mana, and if the placing Mode has been triggered from the Widget Already. This
all unfortunately comes off the Event Tick as I could not figure out a more cost-efficient way to do it.
Once all the conditions are met, a Line Trace fires from the end of the Motion Controller that will
search for something to collide with, and when it does, it spawns a “see through” trap that hasn’t
been placed yet.
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The Hit Result of the Line trace is stored as a variable so that it can be used in multiple places in the
graph. From the Sequence, the first thing that is Fired is the spawning of the Preview Actor, followed
by the checks for surface angles and finally the collision of surrounding objects. The last thing to fire
from the Sequence is the update of the preview mesh, and it gives it a green or red material
according to if it can be placed or not. Below are images of the functions used in the top graph.

Line Trace from Components
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Spawn Preview Actor

Check Surface Angle Wall, same thing for Floor but with Tag as floor.

Check for Collisions in the placement area.
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Update Preview Actor.
After all the Conditions are meant from the graph and the functions, and the Material has been set to
green indicating to the player that they can place the item there, the player can press the same
button as they used to select the trap, but now instead of selecting it, it will exit the Building Mode,
taking away the mana cost of the trap and spawning it with its correct Material and its own
Blueprints attached to it.
After the base system for the Trap Placing was complete I started putting my focus towards the level
design as it was taking a little bit longer than I had anticipated. At the end of the first week on
Tuesday, me and Antony met up at the studio and started drawing out ideas for the level, using the
work that he and James and done over the weekend.

Explaining the Pylong placements and radius to power traps (Our initial idea)
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My first sketch of the level with help from Antony and all the different iterations he had done for the
level. We picked apart all of the great stuff about his designs and James’s and tried to put it together
into one design.

This was the final design sketch that we decided to go with. After this was finally done I went back
home and got started with blocking out the level in Engine. On the next page there are some
screenshots of the progress of the blockout.
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Half way of the courtyard done.

Courtyard complete
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At this point of the Game Jam (2nd Week) work for me slowed down considerably as now I was just
waiting for everyone to get their work done so that I could start putting things in Engine and actually
testing for Performance (One thing people didn’t realize we needed to do a lot, and that I said was
super important a lot of times as we had a VR games on our hands).
Greg started having a few issues with the AI but kept telling me that it would get done, so I stayed
off that front. 1st years were a little behind schedule with making the traps, but still within reason.
And at the time I thought everything was going well with Jo and Nellie with building the Modular
Castle Set, something that came back to haunt me in the last week…
I started looking again back at blueprints to see what else could be done, and the next thing on my
list was to get the player being able to switch between equipped items, from Book and Wand to
Shield and Sword. Space Pirate Trainer was a great influence behind this idea, as in that game the
player is able to switch between Gun and Shields. First thing I decided to do was switch out the UE4
Mannequin hands for the actual Vive Controllers as I thought that for new people to VR playing the
game they would feel more comfortable with seeing in game what they are holding and also to help
people locate buttons to press. Second I had to attach the player’s items to the controllers, this was
relatively easy to do as I just checked how the controllers themselves were being attached to the
Player Pawn and adapted the BPs to become my own.

Player Book and Wand attachments
To do this correctly however and to not let the player be able to use the book and traps while in the
main menu, I had to figure out a way where the book would only attach to the left controller in the
main level, and this is where I discovered the Get Current Level Name blueprint node. I also had to
add the references of the book and wand to the actors to ignore array, so that the traps could ignore
these and not bug out completely. The Is Wand Active bool at the end is to signal to the widget
interaction component, so that players can only interact with Widgets when they have the wand.
After finishing off the Book and Wand, I started work on the Sword and Shield, which again was
relatively easy as I could just adapt what I had already done but instead of being on Begin Play, I did it
with just a Component Begin Overlap that checks which component is active at the time and
switches it for the one that isn’t active. This could also be done in the main level so I again used the
Get Current Level node, and did a simple check with a branch to see if it was the correct level.
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Sword and Shield part 1

Sword and Shield part 2
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Over the weekend of the 2nd Week, I started getting the character Mesh’s for our AI’s into the
Engine. Very simple work but at the same time very time consuming to set up the animations and the
attachments of the AI weapons to the Meshs.

SimpleAI, Animations

SimpleAI, Animation Graph
In the Animation Graph I did the same setup as I had done previously before in my Sound Brief, but
with a little change. The 2nd “Default Slot” node I gave a new name to it called “Root Motion”. This
allowed me to be able to blend effectively the animations of the Locomotion Blend Space with any
other animation I wanted, for example the sword slash, the AI would now be able to continue
playing the walking animation but also play the sword slash animation for the top half of the mesh.
The setup and animations are exactly the same for the Big AI, except the Death Animation.
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Weapon attachments for the AI

Weapons Attached to the AI.
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With the AI Animation and Weapon setup now completed, I was back to waiting on things to do. On
the Monday of the 2nd Week the 27th, Greg was telling me how he was having a lot of issues to get
the AI to path how he wanted to path, but still he assured me that he would get it done. Now
however I was starting to get worried about it as we were reaching the halfway mark of the Game
Jam and we still didn’t have the simple AI working. I decided however on that Monday that I was
going to take a break from Blueprints and do some 3D modelling because it had gotten to my
attention that no one had yet to model the turret trap.
I did some research of what I wanted to do, but to save a little time I decided to use a concept
created by someone to get the model of the turret out on the same day. Of course, however I did
adapt a lot of the parts of the concept to things that would fit the trap theme of the turret.
Below is some of the research for the mortar/turret and also the progress screenshots of modelling
the turret.
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I had a lot of fun modelling the turret and it was without a doubt for me part of the Game Jam that I
had most fun doing. Now that I look back on everything that happened I wish I had done more of the
Art for the game.
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On Tuesday the 28th, I woke up from a message from Greg that left me really really upset. He told me
that he had completely given up on trying to get the AI to path correctly and was already thinking of
putting forward to the team that we completely switch up our game idea to something that
wouldn’t rely on AI going down certain paths. I told him to stop thinking about the AI for a bit, and to
start work on getting the logic into the traps so that we could actually play the game, and that I
would try and sort out the AI.
So I began looking at a lot of different tutorials but I couldn’t manage to much sense of anything, as
everything was working off Behaviour Trees, and I knew that I wouldn’t need them for something so
so simple. I then decided to have a look back at the Vampire Conquest Brief, and have a look at how
the AI moved around in there. It was of course also working on a BT but tried to pick a part things
that would most likely work from it. After some time looking through everything I noticed in the BT
that it was only getting the location of the waypoints and nothing else. So now back in the VR game I
made a simple target BP and called it Master Waypoint, after that I went back into the Simple AI and
in the construction script I did what is in the screenshot below.

I know that most likely this is not the correct way of going about things, but I thing I did learn during
the game jam, is that Get All Actors of Class is the brute force way of doing things and it also works a
lot of the time as well! The same thing was done to get the reference to the final target point of the
level.
From here it was pretty simple to get things to work properly, Get all the available waypoints placed
on the map and set each one of them a waypoint number from and integer. So now I had to get the
AI moving to a random one of the waypoints when they spawned and once they reached the
waypoint they would have to move towards the final target point. On the page below there is the
screenshots to the very simple blueprints that got this to work, and I think that Greg didn’t manage
to get this working himself as he was getting very worked up about it and didn’t take a step away
from it for a couple of days to cool off.
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So off Begin Play, I chose to run a timer by event that was looping, from here I check if the final
target is valid, check if the AI is attacking and from there finally check where to move to. Reason for
the Moving to Waypoint to be on the False on the Branch is because when the Timer fires the first
time in that half a second it sets the Waypoint to move and sets it to true, so that it does not need to
be set once again. The Timer then fires constantly checking for the Moving to Final Target to become
true so that it can set the final target destination.

Here we see the custom events for the Ai to move. On the top one it gets all the waypoints and gets
a random waypoint from the previous assigned numbers, gets its location and sets it as the move to.
Below that is the very simple AI Move to.
With all this done we finally had a very simple AI that would move towards a random waypoint when
they spawned, making the player clueless to where they would be going through, and attacking
blockades on the way to the final target. Here I also made a very simple Blueprint for the player’s
sword which would allow the player to kill the AI with it, and also make the controller Rumble when
it hit the AI. Below is a screenshot of this blueprint.
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Player Sword Blueprint.
The last thing I did before the 3rd Wednesday of the Game Jam was to add the Death Animation to
the Simple AI, which was very simple to make, the only thing that caught me by surprise which I
quickly fixed was the fact that the sword and shield were staying on the ground and not also
despawning, but I quickly realized that they were separate actors that were only attached to the AI
and not part of it.

Simple AI Death.
This concluded the 2nd Week of work for me, a week that started off super slow, but quickly changed
when I had to start helping all the other parts of the team to help get things done. Although it was
fun to get everything working, it was very bad for me personally because of stress and lack of sleep.
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On the 3rd Wednesday of the Game Jam, I was expecting all the Modular Castle Set to be completed
by Jo and Nellie, it had already been 2 weeks since they had started but they still had not finished
giving the excuse that they had been sick, so I let them off and they told me they would have
everything complete by the Friday, Textures included, so I let them carry on, delaying my work in the
process as I had wanted to start building the level on that Day because we were starting to fall
behind schedule. I decided to start work on the Spawning System for the AI and how they would
spawn in waves on not just continuously. With no previous experience with this I asked Elliot for
help, and he kindly pointed me in the right direction and helped me set up a very simple system that
would get the AI spawning exponentially, I then over the course of the week adapted the system
and integrated an Enum into it which would allow me a lot more control of what would spawn and
when, also allowing me to control music changes according to what wave it was. Below are the
screenshots to the wave system.

Spawner, Enemy Counter Part 1

Spawner, Enemy Counter Part 2
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The purpose of the enemy counter was to do exactly what it says, count the enemies that had died
and when they had reached the same value as the Max to spawn, it would set the Bool “round end”
to true and set the enum accordingly, and also talk to the Game mode Enum to change the music
that was playing. The Enemy Counter Event is fired from the Death Event on the AI.

Spawner, Next Round
The “Next Round” Custom Event, which is fired by the player touching the lever on the wave map
blueprint, Is a simple blueprint just to select the correct wave to fire, the correct music to play and to
reset the enemies through the portal back to zero.

Spawner, Round Selector part 1
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Spawner, Round Selector Part 2
The “Round Selector” custom event is again something quite simple that according to what the
enum is set to, sets different values to the Number to Spawn and Max number to Spawn variables,
then Fires a timer by event to start spawning the AI. With the help of a Do N, it was easy to get the
correct amount of AI to Spawn, and once it the AI to Spawn had reached the same value set as the
Max to Spawn the timer would stop, stopping the spawning of AI and setting again the Wave Enum
accordingly.
In the Game Blueprint, I set up another Enum that would switch the music according to what the
spawner BP told it too, below is a screenshot of the Music Selector Custom Event inside the Game
Mode.
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With the wave system completed, I was now back
to waiting for others to complete their work so
that I could continue to do mine, at this point I was
now waiting for all the Art to be given to me.
During the next few days, the first years started
completing the environment props, textures for
traps and the textures for the player items,
everything was coming along together nicely
except for the castle meshes which were still
nowhere to be found. With the big influx of new
assets I had to resort the Projects folders, and I
finally found a way which I like organizing my
projects. The last weekend of the Game Jam was
most definitely the worse one, I had nothing that I
could do, as all the work left to do all involved Art
in some way shape or form, and this was
something that was taking way to long, and this
was my biggest mistake during the whole Game
Jam. My mistake being to have trusted both Nellie
and Jo to deliver their work on time. On Saturday I
received both their sets of Meshes, and the
discontentment that I felt that very moment was
horrible. To give an example the screenshot below
is how I received most if not all the meshes.
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How was I supposed to do any work at all when I receive this kind of work from my colleagues? I
couldn’t and I didn’t. I asked them to fix it and to give me the textures, and so time when by again.
Monday morning came by, me not having done absolutely anything during the weekend, and I told
myself that If I didn’t receive the fixed meshes and textures by midday that I would completely redo
all the UV’s and fix all the meshes so that they could be optimized for VR. I had a great task ahead of
me, as there were well over 30 meshes to completely fix and do the UVs for, every single separate
mesh had its own UV set, instead of trying to share as much of a UV set as possible. After a full days’
worth of work, I managed to fix everything and condense down 30 plus meshes worth of UVs down
to 3 separate UV maps. I gave these to Heather and James to texture, which they completely finished
texturing on Tuesday. I have no screenshots of this work that I did, but I will submit all the Maya files
related to it.
If I had waited for the textures and fixed meshes, believe it or not I would of waited until the day
before submission, as apparently they had completely forgotten what day of the week it was.
On the Tuesday of the last week while James and Heather were texturing the fixed castle Meshes, I
could finally start laying down the correct meshes for the level, and making it look nice! (I couldn’t
wait for this part of the work!! Haha) Below are screenshots of the progress of building the level with
the meshes that were given to me. I also tried quite a few variations of the skybox to see if I could
get some good colours going.

Environment Art Part 1
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Environment Art Part 2

Environment Art Part 3 (Destroyed Wall)
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Environment Art Part 4

Environment Art Part 5
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Environment Art Part 6

Environment Art Part 7 (First Skybox Colour Test)
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Environment Art Part 8

Environment Art Part 9 (Main Castle almost completed at this point)
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Environment Art Part 10 (First Tillable textures)

Environment Art Part 11 (Started dropping props into the level)
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Environment Art Part 12 (Roof Textures!)

Environment Art Part 13 (More Props, and different tone on that Roof)
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Environment Art Part 14 (Simple Landscape Material, more props into the level and more textures)

Environment Art Part 15 (Completed Level Screenshot)
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Environment Art Part 16 (Completed Level Screenshot)

Environment Art Part 17 (Completed Level Screenshot)
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Environment Art Part 18 (Main Menu Level)
With the environment practically completed, on the last Wednesday of the Game Jam, Greg and I
started working on all the things that were missing from the level the main one being the Big Ai
attacking and damaging the player. While Greg got on with getting a Behaviour Tree working so that
the AI could chase and attack the player I focused on getting the player to take damage from the AI’s
swings and a way to try and convey to the player that they are taking damage. To do this we decided
that the saturation of the world should be bound to the player’s health. The lower the health the
lower the Saturation.
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Setting saturation according to player Health, and Player Health Regen.
With only two days left to go at this point, I left Greg to finish tinkering with the traps, and to finish
the Big AI. I started work on the last few essential blueprints that were required, such as a Pause
Menu, a Death and Lose state “Menu”, and finishing off the Art for the player’s book. The blueprints
to get the menus to spawn were simple and worked for what I needed them to, but I am sure there
is another much better way of doing things, and I will try and figure it out as its still bugging me.
Below are the screenshots of the remaining things and with small explanations about them.

Spawn Pause Menu (I was spawning this widget as a 3D object in the world attached to an anchor on the
Player).
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Pause Menu Widget (Very simple 3 button menu)

Pause Menu Widget Blueprint
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Part of the Blueprint regarding the player’s Health. If the player is Dead a 3D widget is spawned in the
world.

Dead Widget
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Dead Widget and Lost Widget Blueprint

Simple Blueprint to check if the player has lost, on begin play it constantly checks if 5 AI have gone
through the portal, if true it spawns a 3D widget that informs they player they have lost.
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Lost Widget

The book was a lot of fun to do, and has made me really want to start looking more into UI
development for VR. I found that I managed to create something very interactive for the player to
easily see all important information, as well as what traps they can place and how much they cost.
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Part of the UI for the book, where the text telling the player how much mana, how many AI have been
killed and how many AI have got through the portal are bound to the respective variables in their
respective Blueprints.
In the Game Mode, I made 2 simple blueprints one to turn on the VR Headset or the game would not
work when packaged, because pressing the VR Preview in the Engine runs this console command by
default, but inside a packaged game there is nothing to run this command unless it’s in the Game
Mode or the Level Blueprint.
I also check for what level the player is in, and if it’s the first level it plays the corresponding Song.

For the Music and all the sounds that I used in the game, I must give a very big thank you to a friend
of mine that is currently doing a Masters in Sound for Games, without him we would not have any
sound anywhere the level we had in the game.
On Thursday night, the day before submission he gave me all the sounds and the Music for the game,
so I had very little time to get them all in, but he was kind enough to set up a project with all the
attenuations and all the sounds cue’s already set up, so it was as easy as dragging the Uasset files
into the correct project and just setting up the sound cues in the correct spots in the blueprints to
get sounds to fire.
For the Music, however it was a little trickier but I got around it by using and enum, and having the
Round End event in the Spawner fire the Music Selector Event that I had created in the Game Mode.
This allowed for the music to fade in and out perfectly whenever the player was in a different stage
of the game. The Blueprint for this is in the Screenshot below.
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Music Selector Custom Event.
After getting all the sound to work, I started working on the Mana Crystal collectible that had not
been 100% made yet, as we were having some issues with it. The BP below is not correct I know, but I
was short for time and I needed to do something very quick and dirty that would work.

Spawn Crystals after AI Death.
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With all Blueprints finally finished and the game 100% working from start to finish, I started testing
see if I could break things in the level. Here was when I started running into performance issues that I
knew would occur. At the point that there were at least 7 or more traps firing and AI moving in the
level with Crystals spawning, the VIVE would enter Reprojection, meaning that FPS was dropping
below 90 at stages. Me and Greg now know how to fix all these issues and will probably be looking
to work on this project still as we received a lot of good feedback from it, and that people would go
out and buy it and play it.
With Tests complete, I started work on the final part of the project, the lightning. It didn’t take long
but I had to do some pretty big decisions at this point, the main one being if I had the main
directional light to be Stationary or Static. I ended up with going with Stationary as I thought the
shadows from the Sword/Shield/Book/Wand would look very good while switching player items, and
the AI’s shadows while they walked. If I had gone for Static Lighting I would probably not of run into
the performance issues that I mentioned above, but it was a risk that I was willing to take.
This concludes this Development Document for my work in the Game Jam, any question regarding
any of my work please talk to me about it, as I really want to improve on this game!

Hallway Lighting
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